
N e w E q u i p m e n t f o r t h e 

S u p e r C h i e f " I n c l u d e s D o m e C a r s 

Santa Fe's all-new No. 1 passenger train has many novel

ties, including a "Turquoise Room" in the dome-lounge car 

V. omplete new car equipment which the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe placed in service January 28 on the 
daily "Super Chief" between Chicago and Los Angeles, 
Cal., includes bedroom-roomette cars, drawing-room-com-
partment-bedroom cars, observation-sleeping cars, dome-
lounge cars and diners. These cars were built by the 
Pullman-Standard Car Manufacturing Company and 
the American Car & Foundry Co. 

The dome-lounge cars, built by Pullman-Standard, 
comprise a completely new design including a "Tur
quoise Room" seating up to 13 which may be arranged 
for private dining parties, as an outstanding new fea
ture. Other accommodations in the car include the low
er cocktail room and bar with a seating capacity of 10; 
main lounge room, seating 18; parlor-observation dome, 
seating 16; and a private writing-desk room, or five 
rooms in all. The total seating capacity is 57. 

The "Turquoise Room" is notable for distinctive sil
ver and gold decorative treatment consisting of Vinylite 
on the side and end walls with accordion-type sliding 
doors covered with the same material in harmonizing 
color. These doors may be left open, or closed for 
privacy, whichever suits the occasion. Golden-tint plate 
mirrors line the side wall above the banquette seating ar
rangement. Gold-colored draperies are used at the win
dows and door portieres at one end of the room segregat
ing it from the lower cocktail lounge. The tables can be 
arranged for cocktail service or dining. 

The lower cocktail lounge is modernistic in design. 
The front of the bar is covered with a Vinylite material 
in a cherry red of quilted design, applied by the use 
of brass-colored oval-shaped snap-on moldings, typical 
of the Southwest. A large portion of the side wall is 
covered with flesh-tinted mirrors which add to the 
beauty and warmth of the room and give a feeling of spa
ciousness. 

Dome Car Construction 

The large main lounge has a new and unique ar
rangement of furniture. A diagonal seat f©r card play
ing with pull-up chairs is located at the forward end of 
the room. Done in colors of the romantic Southwest, 
this room also includes two modern sofas along with 
several lounge chairs and built-in seating units, all of 
which are arranged to give passengers an unobstructed 
view of scenery through opposite windows. The color 
scheme of the main lounge room is also carried out in 
the dome which utilizes for the first time revolving par
lor type seats giving maximum comfort and enabling 
passengers to view the scenery from every angle. 

The cross section outline and floor height of the 
dome-lounge car is the same as standard lightweight pas
senger cars, except that at approximately the center of 
each car a 2-ft.-high dome is added, which raises the 
roof at this portion of the car to 15 ft. 6 in. above the 
rail. For the length of the dome compartment, the cars 
have two levels, the upper level being the floor in the 
dome, and the lower level depressed into the under
frame. The passageway around the lower level is in
termediate in height, being connected to the floor level 
at the ends by ramps. 

The car is 86 ft. 6 in. over coupler pulling faces and 
has a distance between truck centers of 61 ft. The 
height from top of rail to top of floor at the ends is 4 
ft. 3 in.; top of rail to top of floor at the lower level 
room, 23 1/16 in.; top of rail to top of floor at the 
dome passageway, 8 ft. 8 in. 

The general construction of this car employs low-
alloy high-tensile steel of riveted and welded design 
for the car-body framing. Exterior sheathing is of 
stainless steel with flat surfaces between the windows 
and on the ends, while a fluted design is applied at the 
letter-board and below the windows. 

The underframe is of welded high-strength low-alloy 
steel. The center sill between bolsters up to the lower 
level under the dome consists of two A.A.R. Z-26 sec
tions, 31.3 lb. per ft., with top flanges welded together 
continuously. The center sill is welded behind each bol
ster to a separately constructed built-up draft sill. At 
the lower level under the dome, the Z-26 center sill 
stops and is attached to heavy Z-sections placed cross
wise of the car. These beams are connected at the ends 
(or side posts) to box-section members which serve as 
the center sill for this portion of the car. 

Construction at the depressed floor under the dome 
consists of four crossbearers, one located at each end 
of the depressed portion of the car and two equally 
spaced between. End crossbearers are channels, 6 in. 
by 2 in.; center crossbearers are 6-in. by 4-in. I-sections. 
At the sides of the car the crossbearers are fitted and 
welded to built-up I-sections placed longitudinally and 
extending the full length of the depressed portion. 
Pressed-Z floor beams (6 in. deep) are placed longitudi
nally, fitted and welded to the crossbearers. 

Superstructure Details 

Welded girder-type construction of high-tensile low-
alloy steel is utilized in the superstructure. The 2%-in. 
side sill angles are continuous the full length of car. 
Side posts, belt rail and window header are 3-in. Z-bars, 
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New dome-lounge car being exhibited at Santa Fe station 

1 

The dome interior includes four single revolving seats at the center on each side 
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One of several pos
sible seating ar
rangements in the 
distinctive private 
"Turquoise Room" 

A congenial club 
atmosphere per
vades the lower 
lounge and bar 

Large tables and 
attractive appoint
ments feature the 
new dining cars 
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2.55 lb. per ft. Side plates consist of two sections for 
the length of the car. 

Side sheets are 0.75-in. high-tensile low-alloy steel 
for letterboard and girder sheet, spot-welded to fram
ing members and reinforced with .030-in. corrugated 
stiffeners spot-welded to the inside surfaces between 
posts. The entire roof framing, including the dome, is 
of welded high-tensile steel. Roof sheets are stainless steel, 
spot-welded to carlines and purlines and riveted to side 
plates. 

The roof over the dome compartment is almost en
tirely glazed with flat glass sealed units, except for suit
able structural members for supporting these glass 
units. These members are designed so that the glass 
units can be applied from outside the car and the 
width of the members is kept at a minimum to give as 
much glassed area as possible. 

Glass for the dome consists of double Thermopane 
units, supplied by Libbey-Owens-Ford. The outside 
light of each unit is %-in. heat-absorbing polished plate 
glass and the inside light uniform V2-in. laminated safety 
polished plate glass. The entire floor area is covered with 
a lightweight composition applied to Keystone sheets of 
zinc grip steel resting upon pressed-Z low-alloy high-
tensile stringers. 

End Equipment and Installation 

Couplers are of the American Steel Foundries' con-
trolled-slack Type E, made of high-tensile steel, as are 
the coupler yokes. Draft gears are Miner Type A-4X-B, 
and the lower buffing mechanism, Miner Type B-18X. 
The buffers are a built-up design having side stem 
spring and center stems, carried on the end structure by 
adjustable extension rods. A Fowler improved buffer is 
also installed. Morton end diaphragms are of the two
fold U-shape type. In conformity with Santa Fe prac
tice, contour closures are not used. 

The car bodies are insulated with Johns-Manville 
Type A Stonefelt 3 in. thick having asbestos flame-proof 
sheathing on both sides, and applied to the sides, ends, 
roof and top of the false floor. Stainless-steel wiring is 
used to hold the insulation in place except in the floor. 
Sides, ends, roof and sub floor have Insulmat sprayed on 
^4 in. thick (dry measurement) for sound-deadening 
purposes. 

The electrical system is served by a 10-15 kw. Frigi-
daire-type diesel alternator unit, mounted underneath 
the car and consisting of two direct-connected alterna
tors. Alternator 1 supplies 10 kw. of 114-volt current for 
lighting, small appliances and the evaporator blower 
motor, and Alternator 2 supplies 15 kw. of 210-volt 
current for the air-conditioning system. Each car is 
supplied with a 150-gal. heavy-gage steel tank applied 
underneath the car for storage of fuel for the diesel en
gine. Electric power for emergency lighting and en
gine starting is supplied from a 32-volt storage battery, 
which is charged from a direct-current exciter belted 
to the main engine drive shaft. 

The heating system utilizes Vapor narrow-unit fin 
radiation. The equipment includes a vertical-type solenoid 
valve, loop equipment and zone control heating arranged 
with individual circuit for each portion of the car on 
the various floor levels. 

The main train line is of 21/5j-in. extra heavy steel 
pipe, insulated with Johns-Manville asbestos sponge-
felted pipe covering and protected with an outer cover
ing of .040-in. galvanealed steel. 

Air conditioning is of the Frigidaire type, 10-ton 
capacity, split into two 5-ton units applied overhead in 

the car body. It completely air conditions the car, in
cluding the dome. The air is distributed by air ducts 
of .030-in. Everdur, insulated with 1-in. Stonefelt Type-
A insulation cemented to the ducts and all joints sealed 
with tape. The circulating air grill is a Barber-Coleman 
multi-louver register with lint screen. Fresh air filters are 
Farr type. The car is also equipped with four Dorex 
absorbers. 

Westinghouse air brake equipment is the modified 
H.S.C. control with a generator-type speed governor, 
and arranged for future application of electro-pneuma
tic brake control. The air reservoirs are of lightweight 
steel and the brake pipe is hard copper tubing with 
sweated copper fittings. For connection to valves and 
reservoirs, flange fittings are used with threaded con
nections to facilitate disconnecting. A Peacock hand 
brake, furnished by the National Brake Company, is 
applied at the dumrny end of the car. 

The windows in this car are equipped with Adams 
& Westlake aluminum breather type sash glazed with 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company's safety glass on the 
inside and clear plate glass on the outside. 

General Steel Castings, four-wheel trucks with I-beam 
equalizers and 9-ft. wheel base are used. They have 
Houdaille shock absorbers, Santa Fe side bearings and 
truck mounted brake cylinders. Standard Steel 361

/4-in. 
wheels with A.A.R. cylindrical treads are mounted on 
6-in. by 11-in. straight center axles with Timken bear
ings and ground journal surfaces. Four boxes have 
Westinghouse decelostats and all boxes have hot journal 
alarms. The trucks have double coil springs, Simplex unit-
cylinder clasp brakes designed for 250 per cent brak
ing power (lightweight) at 100-lb. cylinder pressure. 

New Dining Cars 

Dining cars for the new "Super Chief," also built by 
Pullman-Standard, have color schemes appropriate to 
the Southwest, especially attractive decorative treat
ment and lighting fixtures of fluorescent type. The cars 
are equipped with Carbofrezer refrigeration units utiliz
ing dry ice for the cooling medium to keep meats, 
vegetables and other food fresh and free from any 
contamination. 

The principal difference in equipment of the diners, 
as compared with the dome-lounge cars, is in the elec
tric power supply and air cooling. On the diners the 
electrical system is powered by a Safety 10-kw. 40-
volt belt-driven generator. Exide 1,294-amp. hr. storage 
batteries are installed. Generator and lamp regulators 
also are of the Safety type, as are the relays and switch
boards. Battery charger receptacles were furnished by 
Albert and J. M. Anderson and the train line receptacles 
and jumpers by the Loeffelholz Company. 

Air conditioning equipment is of the Safety-Carrier 
steam-ejector type and includes a 7-ton refrigeration 
unit and pull-through air-conditioning unit with Vapor 
control panel and thermostats and Safety continuous air-
distributor outlets. 

The dining room is equipped with six 2-seat and six 
4-seat tables. The 36 dining chairs are upholstered with 
Super needlepoint. Windows in the main compartment 
have Ajax Consolidated Venetian blinds and in the 
lobby and passageway, Goodall shades. The dining-
table tops and edges are covered with blister-proof For
mica. The dining section floor covering is railroad stand
ard blue mottled. Lobby and passageways are covered 
with a gray Marbelle rubber. The ceiling of the din
ing room section is painted a light beige and the walls 
a medium blue. 
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Looking forward in the observation-lounge 

N e w S l e e p i n g C a r s f o r " S u p e r C h i e f " 

Three types of all-room cars for the Santa Fe include bedroom-

roomette, drawing-room-compartment-bedroom cars, and ob

servation sleepers built by the American Car & Foundry Co. 

i hree types of sleeping cars for the newly equipped 
"Super Chief" of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe are 
among those which are being built for that road by the 
American Car & Foundry Co. These are an observation-
sleeping car in which are four drawing rooms and one 
double bedroom; 15 cars each containing four bed
rooms, four compartments and two drawing rooms; and 
13 cars, each with six bedrooms and ten roomettes. In 
general exterior appearance these cars conform to the 
dome lounge cars and diners.* 

Observation-Sleeping Car 

At the front end of the observation-sleeping car is 
a lobby flanked by service lockers and a general toilet. 
*These cars, built by the Pullman-Standard Car Manufacturing Company, were described in Railway Age of February 19. 

This extends to the side corridor, from the front end 
of which opens a double bedroom. This has accom
modations for two passengers, utilizing a convertible 
sofa-bed placed crosswise and an upper berth. A folding 
washstand and a tilting retracting hopper are part of 
this room's equipment. 

Four spacious drawing rooms are arranged along 
the same side of the car. These can accommodate three 
persors each. They are arranged in pairs with a door 
between, making possible a suite for six persons. 

Each drawing room is equipped with a convertible 
sofa bed, an upper berth and a folding roomette-type 
wall bed. In addition, there are two folding lounge 
chairs in each room which can be stored under the fold
ing wall bed at night. An enclosed lavatory and hopper 
are housed in the annex for each drawing room. 

The observation lounge occupies the rear end of the 
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A bedroom interior with permanent lavatory and folding hopper A drawing-room in the daytime 

A compartment seen from an adjoining bedroom with the partition folded 
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Looking from a compartment toward a bedroom with the berths down The lavatory and hopper are permanent in the drawing-room 

car and has a length of about 24 ft. inside. The furni
ture in this room consists of 12 lounge chairs furnished 
by Karpen which have foam-rubber cushions, back and 
arm rests. They are upholstered with Goodall-Sanford 
Super-Needlepoint, eight of them in red and four in 
electra green fabric. 

These chairs are arranged six on each side of the car, 
tapering toward the rounded end. 

There are two Karpen built-in diagonal seats of wood 
construction with foam-rubber cushion and back and a 
base faced with stainless steel. These are capable of seat
ing two persons each and are placed on each side of the 
lounge near the forward partition. They are covered 
with electra green upholstery. At each pair of seats there 
is a triangular table havingi a pearlescent gray Formica 
top. 

Between the drawing-room partition and one of the 
diagonal seats there is a grayed oak writing desk and 
chair facing the side of the car. A magazine rack of 
grayed oak occupies the central part of the partition and 
a swinging door separates the passageway from the 
lounge section. A complement of five smoking stands, 
mail box, and decorative lithographs are provided in 
this room. 

Mohawk carpet in the passageway is rust color, but 
in the lounge it is turquoise. The color scheme in the 
lounge is green on the dado, pier panels, frieze panels, 
and passageway door, while the ceiling is in blue. The 
bulkhead is covered with green Kalistron. In the pass
ageway the ceiling and walls are gray enamel, except the 
doors leading to the drawing rooms which are green. 
The wainscot and passageway partition to window cap
ping height are covered with gray Kalistron. Two of 
the drawing rooms are painted gray and two of them in 

green, the latter having blue ceilings. The observation 
room windows have Venetian blinds furnished by the 
Ajax Consolidated Company, while other windows are 
equipped with Adams & Westlake curtains of Goodall-
Sanford Loomcord backed with Pantasote. 

Bedroom-Roomette Cars 

A short center aisle leads from the doorway of the 
13 bedroom-roomette cars, with the porter's roomette 
on one side and lockers on the other. Six bedrooms are 
placed along one side of the car, taking up approximate
ly half the length of the body, with a side passageway 
opposite. The entire arrangement is compactly designed 
to allow maximum accommodations in a restricted floor 
space. Three of the bedrooms have a convertible sofa-
bed placed crosswise of the car. Over this is a standard 
upper berth. 

Each of the other three bedrooms has a short cross
wise seat and a longitudinal seat, with a back that folds 
down from the partition to form a lower berth. Over this 
is an upper berth of the ceiling type. A folding chair 
gives additional daytime se'ating. Each of the bedrooms 
has an individual annex enclosing the toilet and lava
tory facilities. There is a wardrobe in the corner of each 
bedroom, and all rooms have individual air-condition
ing inlets, lights, mirrors, fans, etc., for passenger con
venience and comfort. Between the bedrooms of each 
pair there is a folding partition so that the two rooms 
can be made en suite if desired. 

The remainder of the car comprises ten roomettes, 
five on each side. Each roomette has a folding bed re
cessed into the partition, a folding lavatory, hopper and 
wardrobe. A sliding door covered with a curtain com-
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The compartment annex (left) has a folding lavatory. 
The back-up control and warning equipment (right) includes 

a back-up brake valve, a pneumatic horn, a train-signal 
valve, and back-up light switch 

municates with the center aisle at each roomette. At the 
non-vestibule end there is a laundry locker on one side 
of the aisle and a general toilet opposite. 

Four of the bedrooms are upholstered with rose color 
fabric. The ceilings are blue and the walls green. The 
remaining two rooms have green upholstery with gray 
ceilings, walls and partitions. Six of the roomettes have 
green upholstery and gray ceiling, walls and partitions, 
while the other four have rose upholstery, blue ceiling 
and green walls and partitions. The exterior is unpain-
ted except for the black lettering. 

Drawing Room-Compartment-Bedroom Cars 

A total of ten sleeping rooms accommodating two per
sons each in the bedrooms and compartments and three 
in each drawing room occupy one side of the car, with 
a continuous passageway along the opposite side. Stor
age lockers, porter's quarters, and a toilet are placed 
at the ends. 

There are four bedrooms, each equipped with a cross
wise convertible sofa bed and a standard upper berth. 
In this" room there is a stationary lavatory and a tilting 
hopper. 

Also, there are four compartments, each having 
a longitudinal seat with back to fold down with the bed 
which forms a lower berth. An upper berth of the con
ventional ceiling type is over it. The compartments are 
larger than the bedrooms and have also a folding lounge 
chair, folding lavatory, and toilet annex. 

Two drawing rooms are the largest rooms in this car. 
Each has a convertible sofa bed placed crosswise, with 
a berth over it, plus a roomette type berth that comes 
out of the partition. Two folding lounge chairs, arranged 

near the windows during the daytime, can be stored un
der this bed at night. An annex with hopper and lava
tory enclosed is provided. 

Some of the compartments are finished in light gray. 
Others are green with blue ceiling,, while gray predomi
nates on the outside walls of the passageway and bed
room partitions. The exterior is unpainted, except for 
the black lettering. 

Three bedrooms and three compartments are arranged 
in pairs so that a bedroom and a compartment, separat
ed by a folding partition, can be occupied en suite. The 
remaining bedroom and compartment can be arranged 
en suite, each with one of the drawing rooms. Com
munication is through a door in the permanent partition. 

The porter's roomette has one seat with a back that 
folds down with the wall type bed. Seats and wall pads 
are upholstered with Goodall-Sanford Super-Needle
point of rose in half the rooms and green in the remain
der. All carpet is Beck & Blatchford gray Mohawk. 

The cars are all 85 ft. long over the buffers, with truck 
centers 59 ft. 6 in. apart. The height of the floor is the 
standard 4 ft. 3 in. and the top of the roof 13 ft. 6 in. 
above the top of the rail. The cross-section of the cars 
follows the Association of American Railroads standard 
contour and the overall width over the side sills is 10 ft. 

The car bodies are of girder type construction, em
ploying low-alloy high-tensile steel as the principal ma
terial of construction. The exterior sheathing is of 
stainless steel with flat surfaces between the windows 
and on the ends and fluted moldings over the letter 
boards and below the windows on the sides. These are 
applied to the framing with self-tapping screws. 

The principal members of the underframes are A.A.R. 
rolled Z section center sills, reinforced on both bottom 
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flanges, and the Commonwealth integral cast-steel com
bination bolster and platform end sill, including the 
draft-gear and buffer-mechanism housing. There are two 
side-sill members, one a rolled Z section attached to the 
cross members of the underframe by welding; the other, 
an angle section supplementary sill attached by welding 
to the post members of the sideframe. Cross members of 

The Estimated Weights (Lb.) of the Sleeping Cars for the 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe "Super Chief" 
Observation-sleeping car 142,600 
Bedroom-roomette car 149,500 
Drawing-room-compartment-bedroom car 150,750 

A vestibule end 

the underframe are welded channel sections. Floor beams 
are pressed Z-shapes. Stampings from the webs reduce 
the weight of the cross members. Both welding and 
riveting are employed in assembling the underframe. 
The side frames, which carry the vertical loads, 
consist of plate, rail and sill horizontal members, to all of 
which the Z-section posts are welded. The letter board 
and lower side sheet are low-alloy high-tensile steel. The 
flat stainless-steel sheets over the pier panels are riveted 
directly to the side posts. The main end posts are 8-in. 
28-lb. carbon-steel I sections, reinforced with V -̂in-
shear plates. All end framing is attached to an end plate 
of antitelescoping design built up of low-alloy high-ten
sile steel plate and angles at the vestibule end. At the 
blind ends all cars, except the observation-sleeping car, 
have end plates of 10-in. 15-lb. channels. The roof is 
formed of light-gage stainless-steel sheets riveted to the 
pressed Z shape carlines. It is assembled as a unit and 
its side plates are attached to the side frames by rivet
ing. 

Floors are of the Keystone type. The Keystone is zinc 
grip steel and is covered with Tucolith lightweight com
position flooring. 

The car bodies are insulated with Jehns-Manville 
Stonefelt, 3 in. thick, applied to all interior surfaces of 
the car body. The inside finish is composed principally 
of aluminum sheets. These form the headlinings, wains
cot, pier panels, and end linings. The flat ceilings, as 
well as all partitions, are of Haskelite aluminum-faced 
plywood. 

Windows are Adams & Westlake aluminum breather 
type sash glazed with Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company's 
safety glass inside and clear plate glass outside. The end 
doors are of steel construction, stainless on the exterior. 
The upper section is closed with ^4-iri. laminated glass. 
They are arranged for future application of National 
Pneumatic door operators. Electric locker doors are 
aluminum. All other interior doors are metal-covered 
plywood. The vestibule side doors are stainless steel, 
Dutch type, with the upper section glazed with %-in. 
laminated glass. The pivoted vestibule steps have four 
treads and operate in conjunction with the O.M. Edwards 
trap door. 

Buffers on all cars, except the rear end of the ob
servation-sleeper, are the built-up type with side-stem 
springs and center stems and are carried on the end 

The all-coil-spring truck has a wheel base of 9 ft. 
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structure by adjustable suspension rods. The lower buff
ing mechanism is Miner B-18X. A Fowler improved 
upper buffer is also installed. Couplers are American 
Steel Foundry controlled slack Type E. Couplers and 
yokes are of high-tensile steel. The uncoupling device 
operates from both sides of the car. Draft gears are 
Miner A-4X-B. 

All diaphragms are the Morton two-fold type with 
U folds. In conformity with Santa Fe practice, no contour 
closers are used between the cars. 

Electrical Equipment 

The electrical system is powered by a Safety 10-kw. 
40-volt generator driven by a 5-in. flat belt from the 
car-axle pulley. Current is accumulated in a set of Exide, 
1,294-amp.hr. batteries, housed in two battery boxes 
suspended from the underframe. Generator and lamp 
regulators also were supplied by the Safety Car Heat
ing & Lighting Co. as were the relays and switchboards. 

The cars have the Lundy electro-mechanical circulat
ing drinking-water system. A faucet alcove and Dixie 
cup dispenser are located in the annex of each drawing 
room and compartment and the lavatory in bedrooms. 

Luminator lighting fixtures include incandescent lights 
installed in the vestibules, passageways, and in the sleep
ing rooms for individual mirrors and berths, and fluor
escent ceiling fixtures for the main lighting in each room 
and in the observation lounge of the observation-sleep
ing car. A white incandescent night light is installed as 
part of the main lamp. Power for the fluorescent lights 
is derived from a Safety 2,000-watt motor alternator 
operating on 32 volts d.c, with an output of 120 volts a.c. 

The cars are wired for music, and the Capehart-Farns-
worth radio and public-address system. Connections are 
made between cars by Pyle-National receptacles and 
jumpers. 

Heating is provided by the Vapor thermostatically 
controlled zone system of unit copper fin radiation with 
loop equipment, supplemented by an overhead heating 
unit built into the air-conditioning system. The main 
train line is of 2%-in. extra-heavy steel pipe insulated 
with Johns-Manville asbestos sponge-felted pipe cover
ing of 20-gage galvanized steel. 

Air conditioning of the Carrier steam-ejector type was 
furnished by the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., in
cluding a six-ton refrigeration unit and pull-through 
type air-conditioning unit with Vapor control panel and 
thermostats. 

Air is distributed to the various parts of the car by 
insulated stainless steel ducts. Anemostat air diffusers 
deliver air to the sleeping rooms and passageways. Two 
fresh-air intakes equipped with Farr filters, are located 
over the vestibule. The recirculated air is taken from in
side the car through Uni-flo grills. 

On all cars, except the drawing-room-compartment-
bedroom cars, Westinghouse air brake equipment is 
installed, using the modified HSC control with a generator-
type speed governor. On six of the drawing-room-com
partment-bedroom cars the HSC system with electro-
pneumatic straight-air control with AP decelostats is 
employed. The other nine have a modified HSC control 
the same as the other car types. Arrangements have been 
made for future application of electro-pneumatic 
straight-air control on all cars. 

The air reservoirs are of lightweight steel and the 
brake pipe is hard copper tubing with sweated copper 
fittings. For connections to valves and reservoirs flanged 
fittings, with threaded connections to facilitate discon
necting, are used. 

A hand brake of the Peacock type furnished by the 
National Brake Company is applied, with an inside wheel 
only at the vestibule end of the car. The conductor's 
valve and signal equipment were supplied by Westing
house. 

Trucks ' *'' •«r«s • 

The trucks are General Steel Castings Corporation 
four-wheel type of 9 ft. wheel base, with I beam, equal
izers. They are equipped with bolster anchors, inverted 
center plates, Miner locking center pins, bolster-roll 
stabilizers, Houde vertical and lateral shock absorbers, 
brake-beam stabilizers, and Santa Fe standard side bear
ings. 

The frames and bolsters are of cast nickel steel. 
Applications are made of Gatke center-plate side seg
ments and U. S. rubber inserts under the center plates 
and at the bolster end bumpers. Fabreeka is applied un
der the body side bearings. 

Wheels, 361/2-in- in diameter with A.A.R. cylindrical 
treads, are mounted on 6-in. by 11-in. straight-center 
axles machined all over and ground on journal surfaces. 
Timken roller bearings and boxes are fitted on all axles. 
Four journal boxes are arranged for Westinghouse de
celostats and one for speed governor control. All are 
equipped with hot-box odor alarms. 

Double coil springs are silicon-manganese steel. Two 
brake cylinders on each truck operate the Simplex unit 
cylinder clasp brake, delivering a total braking power of 
250 per cent of the light weight of the car at 100 ib. 
cylinder pressure. 
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